Design
meets

Nature

Fair & Ecological. The conviction of
working sustainably is reflected in several aspects of Sylvia Leukauf-Rossi's
series of hand-crafted bags.

Die Taschenfabrikantin

The Great Diva and the Small Diva in imperial purple with tree-shaped
Swarovski crystals applied, and The Cosmopolitan for leisure and business.
Left:The traditional Waldegg collection The Great Diva and The Small Diva,
named after the designer's grandparents, reflects the colours of nature.

Sylvia Leukauf-Rossi and her team are committed to the
very best in designing and developing bags that are tremendously versatile. Established in Lower Austria (2011),
the company Die Taschenfabrikantin has an outstanding expertise in manufacturing bags within B2B-contexts and
special collections with limited editions.
We are particularly spezialized in a full-service for our clients: Starting with various design requirements, we execute
the production process in its entirety. We identify ourselves
with sustainability and the best craftsmanship to guarantee
the highest quality (e.g. certified raw materials and fair manufacturing conditions within the EU).
Our bags are exclusive, long-lasting and perfectly harmonized with our client’s needs.You will fall in love with our
pure virgin wool felt, high quality leather and innovative

materials like PET_upcycling felt, mixed with a stinging
nettle or flax fiber. As shown in the images, The Great Diva
and The Small Diva will uplift your awareness of life through
their imperial purple color and the tree-shaped Swarovski
crystal applications. The Cosmopolitan will accompany you,
wherever you go. All our bags are light as a feather and refined through unique techniques.
These three bag-innovations are part of our Waldegg-Collection and can also be used as an exclusive travel set that can
only be acquired via Die Taschenfabrikantin: www.waldeggtaschen.at.
If you have any design ideas or requirements, but not the
appropriate bag, please do not hesitate to contact us: Sylvia Leukauf-Rossi and her team will develop bag creations
which surpass and delight B2B and customer demands: We
are able to manufacture any quantity flexibly without a
loss of quality. Our bags will represent your pledge: elegant,
high-end manufactured and outstanding.
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